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BV-FUNCTIONS, POSITIVE-DEFINITE FUNCTIONS

AND MOMENT PROBLEMS

BY

P. H. MASERICK

ABSTRACT. Let S be a commutative semigroup with identity 1 and in-

volution. A complex valued function / on S is defined to be positive definite if

TljAjf(l) > 0 where the Ay's belong to a certain class of linear sums of shift

operators. For discrete groups the positive definite functions defined herein are

shown to be the classically defined positive definite functions. An integral repre-

sentation theorem is proved and necessary and sufficient conditions for a func-

tion to be the difference of two positive-definite functions, i.e. a BV-function,

are given. Moreover the BV-function defined herein agrees with those previously

defined for semilattices, with respect to the identity involution. Connections

between the positive-definite functions and completely monotonic functions

are discussed along with applications to moment problems.

1. Introduction. Let S be an involution semigroup, T a subset of the com-

plex-valued semicharacters on S equipped with a locally compact topology and M

a subcollection of real regular Borel measures on T. Solvability of the moment

problem

(1.0.1) /(*) = Jr X(*) dß(x) Ö16A0

is considered. It should be noted that all of the classically studied moment prob-

lems mentioned in [12] admit appropriate abstractions when put in this setting.

A well-known instance of this is the abstraction of the trigonometric moment

problem and subsequent solution by Raikov, cf. [9, p. 410]. More recent theo-

rems of this type appear in [1], [5], [6], [7], [8] and [10].

A new notion of finite difference is introduced herein and those functions

which admit an integral representation of the form (1.0.1) are characterized in

terms of this difference operator, much in the flavor of Hausdorffs solution to

the "little moment problem", cf. [8]. The main results of the work are Theorems

2.3 and 3.7. The first considers integral equations of the type (1.0.1) with respect

to nonnegative a and the second considers the same equation for signed a. The
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first mentioned result implies a new characterization of both positive-definite func-

tions on groups and *-definite functions, cf. [7]. Applications of the theory to

inverse and Hermitian semigroups are given in §4 and §5.

2. Positive-definite functions. Let 5 be a commutative semigroup with iden-

tity 1 and involution *, cf. [7, p. 771], and C be the class of all complex valued

functions / on 5. The displacement operator Ex \ C —> C is defined by (Ex /)(y) =

f(xy) (x, y 6 5) and frequently fx will be written instead of Exf, and / instead

of Ev Let {rjj}, {cxj} and {jc;} (/ = 1,... ,k) be finite sequences of nonnegative

integers, fourth roots of unity and members of 5 respectively. A difference oper-

ator V on C is defined by

(2-0.1) V/(.; {W/}) = ft (/ + H + y Exp-

It follows that

Vjr+i/C*; aixi' •••' ak+lXk+0

(2Q2) = Vkf(x\alXl,... ,akxk)

+ (°k+il2)%f(xxk+1' ai*i.akxk)

+ (°k+ il2Nkf(xxk+i I aixi.akxk)-

Here and throughout this paper * will denote both the semigroup involution and

complex conjugation. Since ExEy - Exy, the commutivity of 5 implies that V is

independent of the order in which the increments Xj are chosen so that the oper-

ator V is well defined. A subset Xof 5 such that every y ES except possibly the

identity^) admits a finite factorization of the form UjXj where xf E X U X*

(X* = {jc £ 5|** E X}) will be called a generator set for 5. Henceforth X will

denote an arbitrary but fixed generator set for 5.

If/£ Cand both/(l) > 0 and V/(l: tyjfy}) > 0 for all choices of xf EX

and for all choices of fourth roots of unity olj, then/will be called positive X-

definite. Later it will be shown that this notion of positive definite is equivalent

to the classical concept when 5 is a discrete group and agrees with that introduced

in [7] when X = 5.

The difference operator A used in [8] can be extended by defining

\ + lf(.">alxl> ■•• >an + lXn+0

(2.0.3) x
= A„ /(•;      ,... , anxn) - <xn +, A„ fx     (•;      ,..., <*„*„)•

( ) Although not explicity stated in [8] the generator set there need not contain the

identity.
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If S is Hermitian [7, p. 772] i.e. x = x* then

(2.0.4)   v/(-; {«,*,}) =Ily [/ + (^r^j Ex} f- AT

Thus / E Kx if and only if A/(l; {a;-jcy-}) > 0 for all choices of Xj £ X and square

roots of unity Oy.

If 5 is a group, {x,} C 5 and {a,-} is a set of fourth roots of unity for; =

1,2.k then 11/2/ + afi. + a/^,) = H// + a,Ex, + aJEj + affEx/xf)
so that the difference operator V defined herein is related to the classical differ-

ence operator A used in [8] by

(2.0.5) 2kV/(•; {ctjxfi - A/(•; {- ayx,, - a*x*}).

Thus in terms of differences / is positive definite if and only if all differences of

the form A/(l; {a-xy-, ajxf}) are nonnegative where {xy} is an arbitrary finite

subset of a generator set X.

Let Kx denote the cone of positive ̂ -definite functions. If AT is a «-semi-

character i.e. if x is a not necessarily bounded(2) complex-valued function on S

such that x * 0, x(xy) = x(x)x(y) and x*(x) = X(**) then

(2.0.6) VX(x; {ojXj}) - X(x)II.    + \ XC*/) + y X*(*,j)

thus x is positive X-definite if and only if both

(2.0.7) I Re xOOl < 1   and   |Im xtol < 1

for all x E X. The class of all such *-semicharacters is denoted by Fx. The cone

Kx has a natural description in terms of Tx. The following proposition is essen-

tial to the development.

Proposition 2.1. LetfEKx, {*/}/= 1>2     c X U X* and x E S. Then

(2.1.1) / (n„)< 2*7(1),

(2.1.2) /(**)=/*(*)•

Proof. Let Ak denote the set of all functions a =      on the first k

natural numbers whose range is contained in the three element set {0,1, *}. If

ß4 = 1 then

(2) In [7], all *-semicharacters were, by definition assumed bounded. Here they are

not.
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But Sn/a.=^n;.(a/2)a/ = 0 so that if x = UjXj then

(2.1.3) E   V/(-, {a,*,}) = [2fc"1/+ W* + Hfl*/,.]
n«;=ti

for all functions /.

For /£ £ and x, £ jy, evaluation of (2.1.3) at 1 shows

2*_,/U) + %ßf(x) + H/5*/(x*) > 0.

Setting ß = 1 and / shows

Re /(x) = K [/(x) + /(**)],    Im /(X) = (i/2) [/(x) - /(x*)]

from which (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) follow.

Proposition 2.2. Every extreme point of Bx is a *-semicharacter in Yx.

Proof. First observe that V/(«; ox) (a4 = 1) is in Kx whenever /£ Kx

and x £ X. Indeed if x = xt, , then

Vfc [V/( •; ax)] (1; a^j.akxk) =

~~ Vfc+i-fO; ar^i» ••• > afc+i^jt+i)-

Now suppose / is an extreme point of Bx. Dhect computations shows / =

J42a4=1V/(* ; ax) so that/-%V/(*; ax) EKX. Since/is on an extreme

ray of Kx there exists \a > 0 such that Xa/ = V/( •; ax). Evaluation at y = 1

shows X! = 1 + %f(x) + %f(x*) and X,. = 1 +(i/2)/(x)-(//2)/(x*). Evaluation at

arbitrary y gives

/to/OO + /(**)/O0 = f(xy) + f(x*y),

/to/OO -f(x*)f(y)=f(xy) -f(x*y).
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Thus f(x)f(y) = f(xy) for all x EX andy ES and since AT is a generator set

this same multiplicative property holds for arbitrary xES. The assertion follows

from (2.0.7) and (2.1.2).

For eachx ES let x denote the evaluation function on rx, i.e. Jc(x) = x(*)

for all x E rx.

Theorem 2.3. A real-valued function f is positive X-definite if and only

if there exists a necessarily unique nonnegative regular Borel measure jUy on Tx

such that f(x) = frx* dVf

Proof. The existence of the representing measure follows from the Krein-

Milman Theorem and Proposition 2.2. Since x is a continuous linear functional on

Ex, uniqueness is a consequence of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem and follows along

the lines of [5, Theorem 1.2]. If /admits such an integral representation then

we must have

and the assertion follows.

Remark. Theorem 2.3 may be used to argue as in [5, Corollary 1.3] that

r\r is precisely the set of extreme points of Bx.

It follows from (2.1.1) that the semicharacters in rs are bounded so that

lx(*)l < 1 for all x G Fy and all x E S. If the integral representation theorem

above is compared with [7, Theorem 2.1] then the formally different notion of

•-definite defined therein is seen to agree with the concept of positive S-definite

here. Moreover if S is a Hermitian semigroup then 0 < V/(l; ± x) implies

for all fE Kx and all x E X. But if/is a semicharacter then (2.3.2) holds for

all x E S so that again Ts = Tx and hence the notions of positive ̂ -definite and

Hermitian definite introduced in [7] coincide for all choices of X. Finally if S

is an inverse semigroup, cf. [2, §1.9], then Ixl = 1 for all x e I* so that rs =

Tx also. In particular for S a group, the classical notion of positive definite is

synonomous with that of positive X-definite.

Corollary 2.4. A complex valued function f on an involution semigroup

S is *-definite if and only if fis positive S-definite. If f is bounded in absolute

value by /(l) or ifS is either an inverse semigroup or a Hermitian semigroup then

fis positive X-definite if and only if fis positive S-definite.

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2) l/(*)l = |Re/(x)| </(!) = 1
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Proof. The only unproved assertion is the case where / is bounded in

absolute value by /(l). If / is positive 5-definite then the integral representation

theorem implies |/| </(l). To prove the converse let A' denote the closed cone

of all fE Kx such that |/| < /(l). Then B = Bx n K is a compact base for K

and the argument that the extreme points of B are contained in Tx follows as in

Proposition 2.2. But since each extreme point is a bounded function the set of

all extreme points of B is contained in Ts so that the integral representation of

Theorem 2.3 holds. The converse assertion follows.

Example 2.5. Consider the product S = A^ x N of the additive semigroup N

of nonnegative integers with itself, and with involution (m, ri)* = («, m). If X =

{(1,0), (0,1)} Tx is the set of all maps xz defined by x2(m>") = zm(z*)" where

|Rez|< 1 and |Imz|< 1 (0° = 1) while rs = {xz eT^l |z|< 1}. ThusTs andKs

are properly contained in Tx and Kx respectively. The cones Kx and Ks provide

all solutions with nonnegative measures to the following respective moment

problems

(2.5.1) am „ = f zm(z*f dp(z)
'                    m'n     J|Re z|<l; Ilm z|<l    v   '      K '

(2-5-2) am,n = fu]<1Z,"^n *(Z>>     »fc » - 0, 1, 2.

3. BV-functions. Theorem 2.3 implies that the map /—»• \if of the real

linear span of Ex onto its representing measure is an isomorphism. Let ImI denote

the variation of a measure \i\ then the lattice properties of the regular Borel

measures can be imposed on Ex by defining

(3.0.1) / V ("/) ■ l/l(*) = fVxx d\nf\(x).

Also define ||/|| = |/|(1) = H^ll-

An exphcit description of those functions in Ex as well as a characteriza-

tion of their variation will be given. First the total variation of regular Borel

measures on Tx will be described in terms of certain partitions of unity on Tx.

For this let V denote the collection of all partitions obtained upon expansion of

products of the form

where a = \,i and xEX. A typical member of P is then a set

of functions.
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where n = SyHy, a, — 1 or / and xy G X If /iy. represents / then (2.3.1) imphes

(3-°-2)    frxrh ... ,fc daf = ± TJ.       V/(l; {o^x,., aß, - «,)*,».

Thus if

(3.0.3)   ||/||({jC/}> {„.})k) = £ £ n. ^ 17/0; {o,i,xit a//, -«,)*,»!,

then

(3.0.4) |!/H > SUPH/I^^}, {„^.jt)

where the x;'s form a finite and possible repetitious sequence of elements in X,

the My's are nonnegative integers and j = 1,2,... ,k where k is allowed to vary.

Lemma 3.1. IffeEx then ||/|| = sap\\f\\({x.}t {„,},*)■

Proof. The inequality (3.0.4) will be reversed by showing that P is rich

enough to describe the total variation of the measures ß on Tx. That is

(3.1.1) llju||= sup  £ \{Pdß\.
pep pep

Let Xi and x2 be two distinct members of rx. There exists x € X such

that Xi(x) ^ X2(*)- Suppose Re Xi(*) ^ Re X2(*)- Let Gj and G2 be disjoint

open sets about Xi(*) and x2(*) respectively. Since Re x is continuous on T^-

their inverse images (Re je)-1- [G{] (I = 1, 2) are open and disjoint subsets of T^.

By an appropriate change of variables, Bernstein polynomials on the interval

[—1,1] take the form

i    "   / n\   /      i,\ i. n-t,

(BngXt) = fn  Zo [h jg{l-2^j(l+t)\l-t)    1.

From [4, p. 6] there exists a sufficiently large integer N such that if n > N then

the partition of unity

contains a subpartition which is arbitrarily close to unity on Gx and arbitrarily

close to zero on G2. Thus

has the same separation property with respect to the open Re x^XGj) and

Re x*~(G2). If Im Xi(*) ^ Im X2(*) then a similar argument yields a separating
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The arguments of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 of [8] can now be used to prove the

lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let j = 2,3,... ,k and a,a2, ... ,ak be fourth roots of

unity. Then

jtQ (J^ IW; fr/*/}/.     a('i -")*)!

< 2 t ?0 ( /, ) lv/(1;      • ffZ'ix'    "" "1 Wl-

Proof.

IV/(1; {<?/*/}/. «'i*, fftfi - n)x\

< M 7/(1; {OyX^y, g/,*, otf, - n)x)

+ 17/(x; {cy*/}/, a»!*, oO^ - n)x)

o*
+ yV/(x*; ty*/}/> rij*. <*('i - «»

+ M 7/(1; {<"/*/}/. o»i*. oO'i -«)*)

-|7/(x; {ayX^y, a/jjf, ofY, -n)x)

a*
- y 7/(x; {<*/*/}/» o»i*. o('i - «)*) •

The assertion follows upon applying (2.0.2), regrouping and observing that

ö+(',-i)-fr)*"^>0.

In particular the above lemma implies that ll/ll({X/}, {«.}, /t) Is an increasing

function of n^ and k. Moreover duplicate entries among {xji may be eliminated

as follows. Suppose jcx = x2 then

"^"({*/}, {»/}, *) = "•^"({*2.-^}.{»l+"2'',3--.nfc}.fc)

since
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When the xfs are distinct with X' = {jty}y and My = n for all / the notation

({*/}, {«y}, k) will be replaced by (X\ n). Thus

(3.2.1) sn^({Xj}, {»y}) = ^kx'.n, fc)

where the set {(*',«)} is directed by (X\ n) > (X", n) whenever X' D X",

n > n.

For arbitrary /G C the total variation ||/|| is defined by (3.2.1). If f(x) =

/*(**) and if ||/|| < 00 then / will be called a SVX-function or equivalently / G

BVX(S). Lemma 3.1 implies BVX(S) D Ex and the main theorem, Theorem 3.7

of this section will show that equality holds. Lemmas 3.3—3.6 pave the way for

this result.

Lemma 3.3. Let f G BVX, x G X and a. be a fourth root of unity. Then

11/11 = 54II V/( •; ctx)|| + % ||V/(-; - tt***)H.

Proof. From (3.2.1),

2^Z« Co)ti) U
• |V/(1; {ojifXj, ojiij - n)xf], ai0x, a*(i0 - l)x*)\

ll/ll

2 2*"^!
• ^ I v^* + §/x + y /*(l; (to- a/0 ~

+ 5 * ̂Z( "J ' •' Ql v(/- f /, - y f^ao^, ojdj - n)xf})\ •

-> % II V/(-; ojc)II + ÜHV/(•; a*x*)||.

In particular V/(S {a,*,}) G BVX whenever /G BVX.

Corollary 3.4. Let /G BVX, Tfc Z>e a ser 0/ distinct 4th root of unity-

valued functions on = 1,..., k] and na a nonnegative integer for each

a. If xx,..., xk € X then

£     Hj|V/(S   {ayXy})|| = £   naV/(* i {<*,*,})

Proof. Let T'k denote the set of all 4th root of unity-valued functions on

{1,2, ... , k} which are not in Tk and n = maxana. Then
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4*#l||/|| = Z„Z„ «V/(-;{<*,*,•}) (aGT.U^

£ WO; {a/*,})+ Z («-"a)V/(-;{<*,■*,})

£ «v/(-;{ay^})

< £ MW; V/})H + £ (» -kJIV/O; V,})ll

Z "V/(«; {a^.})

<«     Z     IIV/(«; {ayJCyDH
aerfcurfc

= 4*-1"ZQi-"Zaft_i4||V A". V/l/= l,...,*-l})ll = 4kn||/ll.

A second application of the triangle inequality verifies the assertion.

Lemma 3.5. Let f be a complex valued function on S, Tk be all fourth root

of unity valued functions a defined on {1,... ,k] and xt,... ,xkSS. Then

Proof. Let Ak be as defined in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Then the

above summation can be rewritten as

But a trivial computation shows that Za akakk = 0 if ok # 1 and the assertion

is proved.

Let f€Ex with representing measure jUy, and xx,..., xk e X U X*. Then

if x = TljXj, Lemma 3.5, and formulas (2.0.6) and (3.0.1) imply
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l/K*)=i Z (n «;)vi/id;

and hence the variation |/| of /can be characterized by (3.5.1) below:

(3.5.1) I/K8 = £Zft(lly«r)II v/(-; V,}/)«.

Since Lemma 3.3 implies ||V/(*; {«yxy}y)|| <00 whenever/£ BVX, (3.5.1)

will be taken as a definition for |/| for all /£ BVX.

It remains to be seen that |/| is well defined. For this let xx,..., xk £ X

and x denote their product. Then (2.1.3) implies

(35.2)       Re\f\(x) = K\\2k-1f+Ufx + 1Äfx.\\-ti\\2k-1f-%fx-Kfx.\\

and

Im|/|(jc) = Vi\\2k-1f-%ifx + Kifx.W-W\2k-1f+ Wx-Wx.\\

where |/|(x) is the variation defined by the factors Xj.

Thus |/l(x) is at worst dependent on the number of factors of x rather than

the factors themselves. To see that /is also independent of this number observe

that if x admits a factorization by k + m elements from X and if l/|0(x) denotes

the variation of / at x computed with respect to this latter factorization then

Re|/I0(x) = H||2fc"1(2m -1)/+ (2fc-V+ %fx + H/X.)l|

- ü||2ft-1(2m - 1)/+ (2*~ 7- %fx - H/,011

2m -1 1

2m — 1 1

' — Z.v/c; ^}) + -^t Z W; {«,•*/»2*+i —p-//" 2fc-1no^-i

where /?(•) = 0 denotes an arbitrary 4th root of unity valued function. Corollary 3.4

now implies that Re|/|0(x) is the Re|/|(jc) computed in 3.5.2.

Analogously, it can be shown that Im|/|0(x) = Im|/|(jc) so that |/|(x) is

well defined whenever x    1 or jc = 1 admits a factorization by members of

X U X*. If 1 does not admit such a factorization then 1/1(1) is defined to be

U/H. Note that formula (3.5.2) implies that |/|(1) = ||/|| when 1 admits such a

factorization.

Lemma 3.6. // ß is a fourth root of unity and f £ BVX then

(3.6.1) J4lv7(-; |Jx)l + HI      - ß*x*)\ = \f\,
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(3.62) |v/(-;ßx)\ - Nf(-,-ß*x*)\ = ß\f\x + (J*|/|x„

for all xEX.

Proof. Evaluation of (3.6.1) at 1 is just Lemma 3.3. If xt, ... ,xk E

XU X* and y = ILx, then

IW(*; ßx)\(y) = ̂ ZJl^fi'i tyxj},ßx)\\,

so that equahty holds in (3.6.1) for evaluation at y from Lemma 3.3. To verify

(3.6.2) observe that both

(3.6.3) IV/0;/&)IO) = | Z IIV/0;/k.cd)||,
a4=l

(3.6.4) I/Ii0e) = l/K*) = | Z a*HV/0;ax)||.
a4=l

To prove that (3.6.2) holds when evaluated at 1, substitute the above two equa-

tions into (3.6.2) and show that positive and negative real as well as positive and

negative imaginary parts of each side of the equation agree respectively. This

results in verifying sixteen equations which can be written succinctly as

(3.6.5) !!/(•; ccc)|| + ||V/0; aß2x)\\ = \\S/f(-,aß*x,ßl)\\ + ||V/(l;-o/J*jc,-ßl)\\.

That (3.6.5) holds for all fourth roots of unity a and ß follows from Lemma 3.3

and (3.6.6) below.

'0   if 0 = - 1,

g   if 02 =-1,

2g ifß = + l.

The right side of (3.6.2), when evaluated at v, expands to

(3.6.6) v*0;/Ji) =

2t Zan.a;^f Zafc+i«*+iHV/0; {<*,*,}, ak+1

+ yZa   «?+illv/0; {«,*/}, «*+1**)U| 0=1.

=£ZaIl*«; [fllv/0; V,BU(i) + 0*IV/O; V/DUO)]

= 2tZ^*[IV/0; V/L^KO-IV/O; {a,*,},-/}***)!(!)]

= I V/0; flx)l(v) - I V/0; - ß*x*)\ (y).

Theorem 3.7. BVX = £^.
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Proof. From the remarks following Lemma 3.1, the only part of the

theorem yet to be proved is BVX c Ex. This will be done by showing that each

BVX-function / is the difference of two positive X-definite functions. Adding

half of (3.6.2) to (3.6.1) gives 7I/I(s ßx) = |7/(", ßx)\ for all x e X. Thus if

ty} CX,

Vl/K-; tyx,}) = [n,(/ + \**t + f £•,;)] l/l

= |n.(/ + y Ex. + \Ex.)f\ = |V/(-; {cycfil.

In particular, |/| is positive X-definite. Let/* = Vi(|/| ±/). Then

7/±(l; {a,*,-}) = HVI/I(1; ty*,}) ± HV/(1; tyx,})

= J4II7/0; {aiXj}\\ ± 547/(1; {a;.xy}).

But if £ is any complex valued function on S such that #(1) is real then

||*|| > W) + Kg(x) + Ug(x*)\ + W) ~ Hg(x) ~ Kg(x*)\

> m)\ > ±g(i).
Since f*(x) = /(**) for aU x £ S and 1* = 1 it follows that 7/(1; {a,*,})

is real so that/* is positive X-definite. The assertion follows since/ = /+ — f~.

Remark. The BVX-functions are precisely those functions which can be

expressed as the difference of two positive X-definite functions. As in Corollary

2.4 if 5 is either a Hermitian semigroup or an inverse semigroup then BVS = BVX

for all choices of generator sets X. If S is both square root closed and Hermitian

then as remarked in [7, Proposition 4.2] the positive definite functions are just

the completely monotonic (CM) function and in particular if 5 is a linearly ordered

semilattice the CM-functions are just the nonincreasing nonnegative functions.

For this classical case the usual notion of Bounded Variation agrees with that

introduced here and the reader will recall that in the classical setting the BV-

functions are those which can be expressed as the difference of two nonnegative,

nonincreasing functions. Finally it should be noted that for arbitrary S, [7, Cor-

ollary 2.2] implies BVS is a Banach algebra under pointwise multiplications since

the convolution of the representing measure of two BVS-functions is the represent-

ing measure of their product.

4. Moment problem with respect to characters. A semicharacter x e rs

will be called a character if Ixl2 = Ixl- Let r0 denote the set of all characters

equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence and consider the moment

problem
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(4-0.1) /(*)=L xW^Cx),

where juy is nonnegative (or signed).

Theorem 4.1. A complex valued function f on S admits an integral repre-

sentation of the form (4.0.1) if and only iff ispositive S-definite (or f G BV(S))

and

(4.1.1) f[(xx*)2] = f(xx*).

Proof. If / admits such an integral representation then

/(***) = jTo\x(x)\2dpf(x) = Jr \x(x)\4duAx)=f[(xx*)2]

and the work of § §2 and 3 imply / is positive S-definite (or / 6 BV(S)).

As in §2 let Bs = {fEKs\f(l) = 1} and set B0 = {fEBs\f[(xx*)2] =
f(xx*). Since B0 is convex and closed relative to the topology of simple conver-

gence the converse assertion can be established by showing that B0 is an extremal

subset of Bs. For then it will follow from the remark following Theorem 2.3 that

r0 is the set of extreme points of B0. Since r0 is closed the results of [11]

apply. To see that B0 is extremal let /= *4/j + Vif2 where ff E B(S) (] = 1,2)

and/G50. Then

f,(xx*) + f2(xx*) = 2f[(xx*)2] = /, [(xx*)2] + f2 [(xx*)2]

for all x G S. That f = ff follows since ff(xx*) = ff [(xx*)2 ] > 0.

In particular if S is a group (with jc* = jc- l) or a semilattice (with jc* = x)

then

(4.1.2) (xx*) = (xx*)2   for all x G S.

In general (4.1.2) holds whenever S is an inverse semigroup. Motivated by [2,

§1.9] S will be called *-regular if xx*x = x for all x G S. Note that every *-reg-

ular semigroup is invertible and as is well known admits enough bounded semi-

characters to separate points. Clearly every bounded semicharacter is a character.

For arbitrary S consider the evaluation map x —> Jc where x(x) = x(x) for

all x G T0 and xES. Since x(x)*x = x, S is ""-regular and ""-isomorphism to S

if and only if 5 admits enough characters to separate points. It can be shown that

5 is the maximal ""-regular, *-homeomorphic image of 5, cf. [2, §1.5]. But

T(S) = r0(5) so that the positive S-definite (BVS-) functions which satisfy (4.1.1)

can be uniquely identified with the positive S-definite (BVS) functions by the

lifting map / —* /where f(x) = fx(x) dpf.

5. BV-functions on Hermitian semigroups. Let S be Hermitian. It follows

from (2.0.4) that
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(5.0.1)    II/II - lim ''' Q IA/(1; HfX,, (n - tfa})]

where the Umit is taken with respect to n and all finite subsets fx,, ... , xk} of

a fixed generator set X for 5. Moreover (3.5.1) implies

(5.02) |/|r» = ̂  Z^IT^) HA/0; {- o,X/}ß

where the summation is taken over all square roots of unity a. In particular if

S = X then |/|(x) = HII/ + /J - HH/-/J. For convenience the BV-functions

defined in [8] will be denoted by BV(CM). Then BV(CM) C BV with ||/||CM =

11/11 and |/|CM = l/l whenever ||/||CM < ~.

If 5 is a Hermitian group (i.e. a group such that x2 = 1 for all x £ S) then

the only CM-functions on 5 are constant functions thus the BV(CM) functions

form a one-dimensional space while the BV-functions contain all of the characters.

Also the equalities (I-EXXI+EX) = 0 and (/ ± Exf = 2P-1(/ ± Ex) reduce

(5.0.1) quite simply to

11/11 = Um ̂ZlA./U; {ojXj})\.

In this case it is easy to see that S admits a base, i.e. a subset X which is maximal

with respect to the property that Tlx0' = 1, where py is a 0-1 valued function on

the first k natural numbers. It follows that X is a minimal generator set.

Finally the moment problem /(«) = /iif" du(t) can be put into the setting

of this work by selecting S to be the Hermitian semigroups of nonnegative additive

integers. The *-semicharacters are then just the maps n—+t" (- 1 < t < 1).

Since the integer 1 is a generator set for S, (5.0.1) reduces to

II/» ° unm ^Z QlA,,/(0;-l,...       1,... ,1)1.

h 'i

Recall that Hausdorffs solution to the little moment problem/(«) = fit" da(t)

is given by

ll/H = lim £  (.J lA^i/ffi-1)1,
« -/'

cf. [8, Corollary 6.1].

It is interesting to note that the semicharacters f:n-+t" (- 1 < t < 0)

while positive-definite are not BV(CM). Indeed, if /is such a semicharacter then
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11/11,

= [0 -t)-t]n = (i -20" -*°°-
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